ACROSS
1) Computer communique
6) Toward the back of the boat
11) Greek letter that looks like a trident
14) Drum accompanying a sitar
15) Bronco-busting affair
16) Inc., in the U.K.
17) Finishing a rigorous workout
19) Feel out of sorts
20) New Mexico art town
21) In a sneaky way
23) Give over to another for safekeeping
27) Most frozen
29) Brings together
30) Hoi follower
31) Triple Crown trio
32) Buggy versions, often
33) Not yet known, on a TV schedule
36) Oceanfront room feature
37) Like some shoulders
38) Read the UPC, e.g.
39) Historical period of time
40) Wails in lamentation
41) Push upward
42) Low A, on a test
44) Goes back to square one
45) Beginning
46) Troops on horseback
47) Quizmaster
48) Impressive rating
49) City encompassing Ipanema
50) Low but sweet lotto prize
57) "Dear Yoko" subject
58) Make books into movies, say
59) Weird, in a spooky way
60) Musical scale note
61) By its nature
62) Gave everyone a hand?

DOWN
1) "No need to elaborate"
2) He was quoted in the "Little Red Book"
3) Blood type letters
4) "__ Be There" (Jackson 5 classic)
5) Non-clergy groups
6) Fluorescent bulb filler
7) Sites of abs and lats
8) Bustling commotion
9) Lucky number?
10) Adenoids' neighbors
11) Doesn't let on under pressure
12) Elevated walking stick
13) How to stand by?
18) Can't stop henpecking
22) A July baby, perhaps
23) One reason for slowing down
24) Disc jockey's cue
25) How to handle pressure?
26) Cook, as prunes for breakfast
27) Minuscule amounts
28) Attired
30) Indiana state flower
32) Butler of "Grace Under Fire"
34) More lowbrow, as humor
35) Nervous
37) Nirvana song "__ a Son"
38) It's in the can, sometimes
40) What a mob goon threatens to break
41) Like many a mirror perimeter
43) "__ got my eyes on you"
44) Indian princess
45) Kind of acid
46) Monte Cristo, par exemple
47) Greek equivalent of Cupid
48) Setting for "Heidi"
51) Admirer's poem
52) Item fitted into a thole
53) "Light-horse Harry"
54) Tax-deferred savings plan
55) "Lorenzo's ___" (film)
56) A monarch may be caught in it